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check does not appear, but it does clearly appear that it was never
made use of for that purpose; that the collector, when he received
it, was not informed that it was not intended for duties upon that
importation; and that he in fact applied it to a different importa-
tion. Under such circumstances, there was obviously no such
meeting of minds as constituted an agreement on one part to pay
the duties, and on the other part to receive the money for that pur-
pose.
Hence it is quite clear that the plaintiffs mistook their remedy,

and, if they have any cause of action at all, it is against the collector
for a conversion of the check, and not for a conversion of the cham-
pagne. The title to the champagne would not pass, freed of the
lien, until the duties had been actually paid, and the money received
by the collector, with intent to apply it to that purpose.
The judgment of the circuit court must therefore be reversed, and

a new trial granted.

HORN v. BERGNER et at.

(Oircuit Court, D. Maryland. May 13, 1895.)

1. PATENTS-INVENTION.
A method of overcoming disadvantages and difficulties In the use of

celluloid for covers for books, albums, and like articles, by forcing the
whole cover, with the celluloid veneering attached, into a heated die hav-
ing the exact shape required, held to show invention, it appearing that the
method produced beautiful, artistic, and commercially successful results,
and was hit upon by the patentee only after continued experiment, and
that it was not discovered by others long engaged in applying celluloid
veneering to such articles.

2. SAME-BOOK COVERS.
The Hafely patent, No. 488,630, for a method of applying celluloid

veneering to the covers of books, albums, and other like articles, held valid,
and infringed.

3. SAME-MARKING "PATENTED."
Failure to give notice, '01' to mark an article "Patented," as provided in

Rev. St. § 4900, only affects the question of damages, and not the right to
an injunction.

This was a bill by William C. Horn, president of Koch, Sons & Co.,
an unincorporated joint-stock company, against Frederick Bergner
and others, for infringement of a patent.
Witter & Kenyon, for complainant.
H. T. Fenton, for defendants.

MORRIS, District Judge. The complainant is an unincorporated
joint-stock company, under the laws of New York, suing by its presi·
dent, as the assignee of patent No. 488,630, December 27,1892, grant-
ed to Alfred C. Hafely, who is also a member of the complainant
company. The defenses are want of novelty, want of patentability,
want of notice of the patent, and noninfringement. The patent is
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for a method of malting corners, covers, and IJ][e parts for books,
boxes, and similar articles of celluloid or kindred material. It ap-
pears from the testimony that sheet celluloid, which is made of ex-
treme thinness, and which in sheets is highly elastic, dense, and
durable, and susceptible of a high polish, and may be tinted of an!
color, and which can be rendered plastic by heat, had, before the
alleged invention of Hafely, been used as a veneering for the covers
of albums and books. The sheet of celluloid having been embossed by
any desired design by being pressed between heated dies, and, being
cut to proper sizes, was cemented to the foundation for the cover, and
the edges were turned over upon the cover andlrnade fast by cement or
glue or small metal fastenings. The result of this method was very
unsatisfactory, particularly at the corners. The beauty of the sheet
celluloid largely consists in its resemblance to solid ivory, and to
the impression on the sight and senses that it is not a thin veneer,
but that the cover was made of a solid material. In turning the sheets
of celluloid over the corners, prior to Hafely's alleged invention,
there was always some wrinkling, or fullness, or want of smoothness,
or physical indication of some kind which disclosed that the celhdoid
was but a thin, applied veneer, and this marred the eft'ect and mer-
chantableness of the result. So much was this the case that it was
usual to make the sides of the cover of celluloid, but to make the
covers of plush, so as to conceal this defect, and for this reason the
use of celluloid for album covers was quite limited. Hafely, with
·other associates in the complainant joint-stock company, was en·
.gaged in the manufacture of albums, fancy bOXes, and similar articles,
and for some time was unable to overcome this difficulty, which, for
the purposes of manufacture, was a great obstacle in the use of
tlheet celluloid. After trials and experiments, he hit upon the
method which he has patented, and which has now produced results
which are very beautiful and artistic, and which have obtained
.great commercial success. The covers of such albums and books
and similar articles, in order to have the substantial appearance re-
.quired by the ornamental figures embossed on the sheet celluloid
veneering, must be made thick, of wood or paper boards, or filled
in with padding, and the corners must not be sharp and rectangular,
but should be rounded and beveled, or cup-shaped, as the complain-
ann" expert has called them. The discovery of Hafely was that,
while the celluloid sheet veneering could not be bent to the shape of
these corners, if a die was prepared which had the exact shape of
the corners, and was heated, and the whole cover, with the celluloid
veneering attached, was forced into the die, the celluloid took the
·exact shape of the corners. The heat rendered the sheet plastio,
and conformed the molecular arrangement of its substance to the re-
quired form, and the polish of the surface was not impaired, and the
.appearance was that of a solid block of celluloid or ivory. The press"
ing of the cover or corners into the heated die left the sheet with the
edges turned up at right angles to the plane of the cover, and he
found that if these edges were by the application of a heated iron
turned over :flat against the upper side of the cover, and sufficient
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heat applied at the corners to blend the lapping material together,
then the appearance was that of a solid cover, durable, and pleasing
to the eye and touch. Hafely's specification is as follows:

"The object of my invention is to produce covers, corners, and like articles
for books, boxes, albums, and other uses, which shall have certain orna-
mental features, not heretofore accomplished, and which may be readily and
economically manufactured, may be somewhat elastic, and of shapes which
do not tend to injure surrounding objects. * * * I have * * * discov-
ered a new and useful manner of preparing such covers and corners from thin
sheet celluloid or other substance rendered plastic by heat, and the ,finished
article can thereby be made to possess features not heretofore possible by any
method I am aware of. The elasticity of the celluloid, together with its plas-
ticity when warm, renders it peculiarly adaptable to my invention; and, as
it may be made transparent, translucent,. or tinted and grained, I am en-
abled by embossing, and by the use of suitable coloring, and suitable tinted
backings beneath it, to obtain a variety of beautiful effects. * * * In mak-
ing box covers according to my invention, I may employ a wooden frame, B,
which is shown in cross section in Fig.- 3, and is provided with ornamental
moldings as shown. The celluloid sheet, cut to the proper size, and embossed
with ornamental figures, as will hereinafter be described, as plainly if pre-
ferred, is then laid upon the frame. A heated matrix corresponding in shape
to frame, B, is then brought down, and the celluloid, which is heated, and
rendered plastic, thereby is pressed into shape between the matrix and the
frame, the latter forming a patrix therefor, to which the celluloid conforms.
It is preferable to first coat the frame with celluloid cement, so that the
celluloid, when pressed into place by the heated die, may be firmly cemented
to the frame. After this operation, the edges of the celluloid sheet project
perpendicularly from the frame. They may then be heated and turned down,
as in figure 2, and a fiat, heated iron applied to them. By a pressure from
or against the heated iron the overlapping corners are thoroughly blended and
united. * * * I form covers for books and albums in a similar manner.
Preferably, however, the cover is embossed, and its edges turned at right
angles, as shown in Fig. 7, by means of two heated dies, which render the
material plastic, and capable of taking up the curved outline required. A
pad made of wadding or other soft material is then substituted in the place
of the patrix die, as in Fig. 8, and the corners turned over, and secured at
the rear of the cover, as is shown in Fig. 6, in a manner substantially the
same as in the case of the box just described. * * * The construction may
be modified somewhat by substituting a 'permanent patrix in the process of
embossing and turning up the edges upon the back of such patrix to form a
cover for either boxes or albums. * * * In the forms heretofore described,
the finished article has contained a frame, of permanent padding, to which
the celluloid is secured. In figures 10, 11, and 12 is shown, on the other hand,
a eOVf,r adapted to be fitted over, and to be secured to, the finished cover of
a book or album. In forming this corner, the sheet of celluloid is first cut to
a suitab,e blunk, as in figure 10. This blank has the side fiaps which turn
over the edges of the book, and the fiap or tongue to cover the corner where
the two fiaps meet. The blank is first pressed between two suitable dies,
which are heated, and render the blank soft and plastic. By these dies the
central or exposed portion is embossed with ornamental designs, and given
the rounded form shown in figure 12 at E. The fiaps, C, and the tongue are
turned up at right angles on the line, F, and present the appearance indicated
by dotted lines in figure 12. '1'he fiaps and tongue are then treated with suit-
able cement, and subjected to pressure between the fiap back of the patrix
and a heated plate, and by this action of heat and pressure are secured to-
gether, and securely blended, as shown in figure 11. The corner is now com-
plete, and may be removed from the die, and the patrix slipped out of it. A
full celluloid side or cover of a book may be made in a manner similar to the
corner just described, it being only necessary to use a blank, dies, etc., pro-
vided with two instead of one corner."
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The chUms are: .
"(1) The method of making covers, eomers, and Uke parts of books, boxes,

and other uses of sheet celluloid or kindred material, rendered plastic by
heat, which consists of forming up .lts border by suitable dies, first at right
angles, and then parallel to the cover or corner, and uniting them by the ap-
plication of heat and pressure, substantially as set forth. (2) The method of
making covers, corners, and like parts of books, boxes, and other uses, ot
flheet or kindred material, rendered plastic by heat, which consists of form-
ing up its border of suitable dies, first at right angles, and parallel to the
cover or corner, uniting and blending them by the application of heat and
pressure, and padding or filling the interior so formed, substantially as set
forth. (3) The method ot making comers, covers, and like parts for books
boxes, and other uses, of celluloid or other material that may be rendered
plastic by heat, which consists in applying heat and pressure by suitable
dies, folding over the borders, and cementing or otherwise securing them to-
gether, substantially as set forth. (4) A cover or corner for books, boxes, and
like uses, consisting of sheet celluloid or kindred materials, and provided
with round comers, the borders of the said .cover or corner being folded over
upon lts back, and a tongue or flap at meeting edges_of said borders, cemented
or otherwise secured thereto, substantially as and for purposes set forth."
It is quite true, as urged by the defendants, that the use of heated

dies in embossing figures upon sheet celluloid was well known at
the date of Hafely's patent, and, indeed, the sheets used for his
purposes· are often furnished to the trade by manufacturers, already
embossed with.a central figure, but it is very remarkable that, if
Hafely's method of forming album covers of celluloid required no
invention, it was not practiced before he disclosed it in 1890 or 1891.
Sheet c.elluloid was to had ever since Hyatt invented the process
of making it in 1878. The beauty, usefulness, and commercial success
of the articles made after Hafely's method are not questioned, and
yet it does not appear that anyone, before his invention, was ever
able to apply sheet celluloid s.uccessfully, as he has applied it. It
appears to me by no means obvious that the result sought for was
to be obtained by having a heated die just the size and shape of the
. box cover or album side, which would form up the round corners, and
turn up the sides at the edges by turning over the edges with a
heated tool. The experiments of Lefferts, a witness for defendants,
who for 15 years had been a manufacturer of sheet celluloid, in maK-
ing a round corner of celluloid suitable for pocket books, as a substi·
tute for metal corners, and his failure, show the difficulty, and snow
that Hafely's method was not one which even an experienced work-
man in celluloid would hit upon. It seems to me that both the
novelty and the patentability of Hafely's method are fully sustained.
With regard to the defense of public, authorized use for more than

two years before the application for a patent, I do not think the
evidence in support of this defense is convincing. It is true that the
substance of Hafely's invention was contained in a prior application,
which he made On September 25, 1889, and subsequently a:bandoned.
This was two years and seven months prior to the application on
which his patent was granted. Hafely testifies that album covers
made by this process were not put upon the market until 1891, or
the latter part of 1890. which was within two years of his second
application.
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It is contended that there is no evidence of infringemenf,
and that the specimens of defendants' manufacture were pur-
chased before the assignment of the patent to the com·
pany; but in the testimony of defendant William Bergner he speaks
of having begun the manufacture of albums, such as the one offered
in evidence by the complainant as an infringement, in 1892, and as
having continued to manufacture them, and describes the process
now practiced by the defendant. His testimony is a practical admis-
sion of the continued manufacture. He describes the I1rocess which
the defendants now use, and claims that they do not use the heated
die to turn up the sides, but, after placing the sheet of celluloid be-
tween two heated dies to emboss it, they use a heated brake to turn
up the sides, and bend them over onto the cover, and then use a heated
tool to flatten them down on the inside of the cover. The specimen
produced by Bergner to illustrate his process clearly shows that what
he calls the embossing die is the exact size and shape of the cover;
that it has the exact shape of the beveled edge, and rounded, cup-
shaped corners; and that the sheet of celluloid, upon being forced
into this heated die, is permanently molded into the exact shape of
the edges and corners of the cover. It may be true that the sides are
not turned up exactly at right angles to the plane of the cover; but
they are turned up sufficiently to permanently take the shape of the
edges and corners, and the heated brake used merely completes the
turning over. The specimens clearly show that the defendants
used, continued to use up to the taking of the testimony, all the
essentials of complainant's patented process.
Another defense is that the complainant's articles were not marked

"Patented," as provided by section 4900, Rev. St., and that no notice
was given to the defendants. Whatever doubt there may be, under
the proofs, as to marking the complainant's articles "Patented," I
think the actual written notice is sufficiently proved; but, at the
most, the want of notice or marking would only affect the question .
of damages, but not the right to an injunction. The complamant is
entitled to the usual decree for an injunction and an accounting.
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UNITED STATES v. TINSLEY.
(Circuit Court ot Appeals, Fourth Circuit. May 28, 1895.)

No. 94.

PRACTICE-FINDINGS-SUIT AGAINST THE UNITED STATES.
Where, In an action brought against the United States, pursuant to the

act of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat. 505), the facts are undisputed, no answer
being interposed on behalf of the government, but questions of law only
being argued on the plaintiff's pleadings, an opinion in writing, by tlie
court, which expressly or impliedly finds all the necessary facts, and gives
judgment for the amount allowed, though it does not state separately find-
Ings of fact and conclusions of law, is a sufficient compliance with the re-
qUirements of the statute as to the decision of the court, although It is
the better practice to make such separate findings and conclusions.

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the West-
ern District of Virginia.
This was an action brought by William B. Tinsley, chief super-

visor of elections for the Western district of Virginia, against the
United States, pursuant to the act of March 3, 1887, to recover fees
as such supervisor. The circuit court gave judgment for the plain-
tiff. Defendant brings error. Affirmed.
A. J. Montague, U. S. Atty.
William B. Tinsley, pro se.
Before GOFF and SIMONTON, Circuit Judges, and SEYMOUR,

District Judge.

2800

Amount.Charge or Item Disallowed.
Blank oaths, etc., furnished supervisors .. $14 00
Blank oaths, etc., furnished supervisors.. 14 00

Treas.
Rept.
100,001.
118,838.

SIMONTON, Circuit Judge. Tbis case comes up on a writ of
error to the circuit court of the United States for the Western dis-
trict of Virginia. The action was brought in the circuit court under
the provisions of the act of congress entitled "An act to provide
for the bringing of suits against the United States," approved March
3, 1887 (24 Stat. 505).
The plaintiff below (defendant in error here) in September, 1891,

filed his petition against the United States, claiming payments for
certain items in his account against the government as chief super-
visor of elections, which had been presented to and disallowed by
the first comptroller of the treasury. The disallowed items are as
follows:
Date of

Adjustment. ,
Feb. 21, 1887.
April 9, 1889.
Feb. 21, 1887.
Nov. 10, 1800.
Feb. 21, 1837.
April 9, 1839.,
Nov. 10,1890.
Nov. 10, 1890.

100,901.
124,515.

100,901.
183,838.

124,515.
124,515.

Indx. 810. Comrs. of Sup'rs, 810 fol 121 50
Indx. 65. 65 fols., at 15 cents. .. .. 9 75

Admrs. 10 oaths of office to Sup'rs•...•.••......•
Recording and Indx. names, returns. Rpts., etc.,
of Sup'rs. 5,035 fols., at 15 cents, ........•..••••

Filg. 65 recommendations of Sup'rs .. , .........•.
Copies of Sup'rs' Rpts. furnished in criminal
cases, is of elec. laws.. .. ..

181 25

250

75521)
650

129 15

Total........ $1,05265
v.68F.no.4-28
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With the petition, as an exhibit, he filed a full statement of the
disallowances on his whole account by the first comptroller, with
the reasons for such disallowances. These reasons are not for non-
performance of the services rendered, but for illegality of the char-
ges. No answer or other pleading was interposed. But both sides
filed briefs of argument. After hearing, the court rendered its
opinion on each item of the claim nominatim, and allowed every
item but the one for $6.50, stating the amount allowed, and the rea-
sons for the allowance. On the same day the judge filed his judg-
ment, reciting the proceeding; that it is a claim for fees disallowed
in plaintiff's account for services as chief supervisor of elections
for the Western district of Virginia, properly made out and duly
approved by the court, and presented to the proper accounting offi-
cers; that the petition was duly filed and served, and evidence in
support of the same heard. Then follows the order that the plain-
tiff recover of the United States the sum of $1,046.15, with inter-
est at 4 per cent. per annum. From this judgment, after motion
for new trial made, refused, and exception taken, a writ of error
was sued out from this court.
There are seven assignments of error. The seventh will be first

considered, as it goes to the whole case. It is in these words:
"In failing to make specific findings of the facts in the case, as required by

section 7 of the act of March 3, 1887 (24 Stat. 505)."

The section provides that:
"It shall be the duty of the court to cause a written opinion to be filed in the

cause setting forth the specific findings by the court of the facts therein and
the conclusions of the court upon all questions of law involved in the case
and to render jUdgment thereon."

The court in this case· filed an opinion, but. did not file. a sep-
arate finding of facts, followed by conclusions of law. The supreme
court of the United States, in O'Reilly Y. Campbell, 116 U. S., at
page 421, 6 Sup. Ct. 421, discussing a case very 'similar to this says:
"Findings are not to be construed with the strictness of special pleadings.
It is sufficient if from them all, taken together with the pleadings, we can
see enough upon a fair construction to justify the judgment of the court, not-
Withstanding their want of precision and the occasional intermixture of mat-
ters of fact and conclusions of law. Defects of form should be called to the
attention of the trial court by the objecting party, and the requisite correction
of the findings would seldom be denied."
It may be remarked in passing that the plaintiff in error had an

opportunity of doing this when he made his motion for anew trial,
and did not avail himself of it. The pleadings in this case. set out
in full the items of the account claimed, accompanied by the full
text of allowances and disallowances by the department. These
showed that no facts were· disputed, and that the questions were all
questions of law. The course pursued by the district attorney, in-
terposing no formal denial, and proceeding to an argument on the
pleadings of the petitioner, leads to the conclusion that the fact
of service was not disputed, and that his objections were as to the
legality of the charges. From these enough can be seen to enable
an examination into the judgment of the court. There were four
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essential facts to be found in this case: (1) That the claimant was
the supervisor of elections for the Western district of Virginia;
('2) that his account or fee bill was duly presented to the treasury
department, as required by law; (3) that the items and amounts of
the said account have been disallowed by the said department; (4)
. that the services charged for in said account have been duly per-
formed by claimant as said chief supervisor. The opinion opens
with the statement that the petition is filed by William B. Tinsley,
chief supervisor of elections for the Western district of Virginia,
under the act of congress of March 3, 1887, to recover fees claimed
to be due him, which have been disallowed by the first comptroller
of the treasury. Then it gives the amount of these fees,-$1,052.65.
The opinion then states each item in detail: (1) Printing blanks for
petitions, oaths, and $28; (2) indexing 875 commissions or
appointments of supervisors, $131.25; (3) administering the oath of
office to 10 supervisors, $2.50. It is impossible to read what is
said of these items without concluding that the court not only
passed upon the validity of the charges, but on the fact of the serv-
ice also. Without this it could not have allowed the charge. In
the fourth item, recording and indexing names, etc., of supervisors,
the court refers in terms to the evidence, and in doing so statelil "the
facts found from the evidence" (Insurance Co. v. Tweed, 7 Wall.,
at page 51), and on these facts allows the amount charged,-$755.25.
So, with the sixth item, it states the fact that copies of the reports
of supervisors were furnished to the United States attorney to be
used by him in criminal prosecutions, and adopts the evidence that
these copies were furnished by request. Having thus gone into
the items of the account in detail, and stating in figures the sum
allowed in each item, and the amount of one disallowance, the
judgment of the court gives the exact aggregate sum allowed. This
takes the case out of U. S. v. Clark, 94 U. S. 75.
It is better practice to state the findings of fact distinctly, and

afterwards to set forth the conclusions of law. The statute, how-
ever, requires the court to file a written opinion, and to render
judgment thereon. When the facts do not seem to be disputed,
and when the only questions made are whether the charges are ac-
cording to the written law, it is difficult in an opinion to pursue
any other course than that taken here. At all events, when, as
in this case, the pleadings, exhibits, opinion, and judgment enable
this court to see enough, upon a fair construction, to justify the
judgment of the court below, it would push a regard for mere form
very far if the cause were remanded solely for the purpose of chan-
ging the mode of presenting the conclusions of the circuit court.
This assignment of error is overruled. Of the otheL' assignments
of error, five go to the several items, and the sixth to the aggre-
gate of them. Each of these has been considered, and the argu-
ments against them, but no error in the ruling of the court has
been seen.
The decree of the circuit court is affirmed.
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KINNE et at v. LANT.
(CIrcuit Court, E. D. Michigan. May 13, 1895.)

No. 8,056.
1. REMOVAL OF CAUSES - MOTION NOTICED AFTER ApPLICATION - WAIVER OF

IRREGULARITY.
Where, after a petition and bond for relJloval of a cause from a state

court have been filed, but before they have been called to the attention of
or passed on by such court, a motion is made therein by the defendant,
which is afterwards brought on for hearing in the federal court, the plain-
tiff waives any irregularity, by seeking an adjournment of the hearing in
the federal court for his own convenience, without objection on such
ground.

2. SAME-ApPEARANCE.
A petition for removal of a cause from a state to a federal court, which

is qualified by a statement that the attorneys for the petitioner appear
specially for the purpose of such petition only, does not constitute a gen·
eral appearance or cure defects in the service of process.

8. SERVICIC OF PROCESS-PRIVII,lWE OF SUITOR.
A suitor who has come from his home into a foreign jurisdiction, upon

the request of his counsel and for the purpose of consultation with such
counsel dUring the argument of a demurrer, is privileged from the service
of process, in any part of such jurisdiction, during the argument and pena.
ing a temporary adjournment thereof for the convenience of the court.

This was an action by Edward D. Kinne and Otis C. Johnson,
surviving executors of the estate of Lucy W. S. Morgan, deceased,
against George Lant, Sr. It was commenced in a court of the
state of Michigan, and removed into the federal court by the defend-
ant, who now moves to set aside the service of process.
Lawrence & Butterfield and Bowen, Douglas & Whiting, for

plaintiffs.
Fraser & Gates, for defendant.

SWAN, District Judge. This is an action on the case commenced
in the circuit court for the county of Washtenaw, on the 26th day
of September, 1894, by the service of a summons upon the defendant,
by the sheriff of Washtenaw county. On the 28th qf September
defendant filed his petition in the circuit court for the county of
Washtenaw, for the removal of the cause to this court. This pe-
tition was duly verified, and was accompanied by the bond required
by the act of congress of March 3, 1887, and it was qualified upon
its face by the statement that the attorneys for the petitioner ap-
peared specially for the purpose of the petition, and not otherwise.
The petition was not presented nor called in any manner to the
attention of the state court. On the next day the defendant en-
tered, in the state court, a motion to set aside the service of process
upon him, on the ground that such service was made while he was
in attendance upon this court as a suitor in equity, and during the
pendency of a hearing herein in a cause in which the defendant was
complainant, and the plaintiffs in this cause, and others, were de-
fendants, and therefore was privileged from the service of process
of the state court. This motion was erroneously entitled in the


